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Medicines, or drugs, come as either
prescription or over the counter
(OTC). Prescription drugs are used
under a doctor’s care. OTC drugs can
be bought and used without a doctor’s
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prescription, and you buy them at a
drugstore or grocery store. When using
any kind of drug, it’s really important
to read the drug label for instructions.
Not following the instructions can hurt
your health. Read the label each time
you use a new bottle of a drug, just in
case there have been changes to it since
the last time you used it. See the drug
label below and on the next page to
know what to look for. If you read the
label and still have questions, call your
doctor, nurse, or pharmacist for help.

Prescription Drug Label
Doctor’s name
Pharmacy name
and address
Number used by
the drugstore to
identify this drug
for your refills

Drugstore phone
number
Prescription fill
date

Person who gets
this drug
Instructions about
how often and
when to take this
drug

06/23/09

Name of drug and
strength of drug
Number of refills
before certain
date

06/23/12
Don’t use this drug past this date
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Over-the-Counter (OTC) Drug Label

Therapeutic
substance in drug

Product type
Symptoms or
diseases the drug
treats
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When not to use
this drug, when to
stop taking it,
when to see a
doctor, and
possible side
effects

Read carefully:
how much to take,
how often to take
it, and when to
stop taking it
More information
on how to store
the drug
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Other things in the
drug, such as
colors or flavorings
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